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As the essays in this Symposium demonstrate, the “trade wars” that have characterized the Trump administration’s trade policy to date are manifestations of a multilayered tapestry of geoeconomic concerns. While central to this tapestry is China and its economic rise, there are other irritants in the mix, each of which has caused ripple effects of its own. But is this moment unique? Or are the policies implemented in the last year just “old wine in new bottles”?

The tools are not new. Past presidents have invoked the same tariff authorities used by the Trump administration to combat perceived over-dependence on oil from U.S. trading partners, for example.1 Likewise, on different occasions in recent history, the United States has appeared to reject international institutions in favor of a unilateral stance in trade and other areas of foreign affairs.2 Even many of the specific U.S. complaints at the World Trade Organization (WTO) are not new. The United States and others have been making these complaints for many years.3

Despite these similarities, at least three institutional elements make this moment noteworthy.4 First, the United States today is imposing widespread tariffs against the backdrop of a reasonably successful and sophisticated multilateral system designed to curb the use of tariffs. In earlier days, when the multilateral system was more limited in scope and efficacy, one might have

---

2. For a catalogue of such moves including those by other countries, see Joost Pauwelyn & Rebecca J. Hamilton, Exit from International Tribunals, 9 J. Int’l Disp. Settlement 679 (2018).
4. I describe these in brief only as these three institutional elements are skillfully elaborated by others in the Symposium.
acknowledged the need to take unilateral actions outside the system. But in recent years, the general view is that the WTO dispute settlement system does a relatively good job of resolving the wide berth of disputes within its purview.5

Second, to the extent that China is the focus of concern and action,6 China is specially situated compared to other U.S. trading partners, like Japan,7 that have posed threats to U.S. economic hegemony in years past. China’s State-centric economy presents unique challenges that the WTO rules and governance mechanisms are not well designed to accommodate.8

Third, the U.S. Trade Representative has made clear that he intends to change the “paradigm” of international trade law.9 In so doing, he seeks to upend the trade law framework in ways unseen in prior episodes. Thus, notwithstanding that the tariff authorities—primarily, Section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974,10 Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962,11 and Section 301 of the Trade Act of 197412—have been used on dozens of occasions by industry and occasionally also by government,13 and notwithstanding that the United States has long expressed concerns about certain aspects of the multilateral trading system and about the behavior of particular trading partners, the intended outcome of the Trump administration’s tariff impositions and its obstruction at the WTO now stands apart.

Given these differences, what are the possible futures for the trade rule of law as we have come to know it? That is, what rules-based frame can accommodate these new challenges, if any? One starting place might be to rethink the rhetoric commentators have used to capture this trend. The trade “war” vocabulary suffers from a number of flaws.14 Above all, it exacerbates the perceived dichotomy between unilateral and multilateral action when in fact, they could be complementary or cooperative. This binary representation inhibits dialogue on constructive institutional designs. Trade law is among the legal regimes that are “too complex to be reduced to a simple choice between unilaterality and multilateralism.”15

---

13. See FEBER ET AL., supra note 1; see also WAYNE M. MORRISON, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., IF10708, ENFORCING U.S. TRADE LAWS: SECTION 301 AND CHINA (2018); VIVIAN C. JONES, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., IN10856, SECTION 201 SAFEGUARDS ON SOLAR PRODUCTS AND WASHING MACHINES (2018).
15. José E. Alvarez, Contemporary International Law: An ‘Empire of Law’ or the ‘Law of
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prototypical intermestic policy area, trade requires outward as well as inward-looking strategies. A reasonable trade policy from the perspective of a single State might invoke many different approaches to global trade flows. And, although its approach can be much improved (as I argue below), the Trump administration does just that: it maintains both strategies—using domestic tools (tariffs, among others) as well as international tools (such as by bringing new dispute settlement proceedings at the WTO or concluding new international instruments).

Rather than adopt a “lateral” vernacular that emphasizes powerful seemingly competing interests, I propose that commentators and participants in the trade law regime seek to adopt language that recognizes the past use, present demonstration, and greater future potential of institutional design for trade law. According to this approach, a better tactic than decrying this disparity of views or seeking their reconciliation is to adjust our collective understanding of an appropriate balance of international and domestic trade policy devices. My proposal is motivated by the lack of fit between the existing language and the way trade policy plays out. Viewing the U.S. policy as a shift toward this type of syncretism recasts unilateral tools and multilateral rules as complementary parts of a resilient and adaptive trade law system. The Trump administration’s moves are not all about taking unilateral steps without regard to the multilateral infrastructure; rather, its strategy draws from both domestic and international mechanisms. The challenge is finding a legal, legitimate, and sustainable balance between them.

To achieve that balance, the Trump administration could better capitalize on this moment in recrafting the paradigm, as the U.S. Trade Representative wishes to do, with realistic expectations and thoughtful policy contributions. The following sections set out three ways in which the administration could make better use of its approach.

I. BEYOND PRETEXT

A first step to a revised understanding of the trade rule of law is for policymakers to articulate a coherent and consistent inward and outward policy. At present, the U.S. policy suffers from a lack of normative legitimacy among both trading partners and observers. Certain parts of the policy exacerbate this

The widespread rejoinder that the president was acting disingenuously in light of his statutory delegation has precipitated several legal claims. Of these, two stand out: first, that the tariff imposition is a violation of international trade law;\footnote{See Kathleen Claussen, Trade War Battles: The International Front, LAWFARE (July 27, 2018), https://www.lawfareblog.com/trade-war-battles-international-front (listing several dispute settlement requests brought by U.S. trading partners at the WTO).} and second, that the president’s action is impermissible under domestic law because the delegating statute is unconstitutional.\footnote{Complaint, Am. Inst. for Int’l Steel Inc. v. United States, No. 18-00152 (Ct. Int’l Trade June 27, 2018), available at http://www.aiis.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/EMBARGOED_June_27_AIS_Plaintiffs-Complaint.pdf.} According to both claims, the president was acting unlawfully, but it is not just the unlawfulness of his actions that is motivating concern: the perceived pretextual element makes these tariffs more dangerous than other trade measures. The administration has invoked carefully negotiated and narrow exceptions to the ordinary rules in a way that appears to flout and disregard those exceptions. This use of the national security exception may or may not be a violation of the rules, but its invocation, understood by many as incredible and shielding a protectionist measure, suggests a departure from the agreed system. Thus, the domestic tariff policy poses a unique risk to the multilayered rules-based frame that undergirds trade law.

Similar criticism has followed the White House’s choice to replace the North American Free Trade Agreement with a minor variation on what the Obama administration had negotiated as the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP), despite the Trump administration’s prior strong objections to the TPP.\footnote{See, e.g., Catherine Rampell, Trump’s ‘Historic’ Trade Deal Doesn’t Look So Historic After All, WASH. POST (Oct. 1, 2018), https://www.washingpost.com/} Likewise, the Trump administration’s use of Section 301 of the Trade
Act of 1974 to impose tariffs on China suffers from seemingly disingenuous and conflicting aims: the tariffs seek to prompt China to open its market to U.S. investors and producers while the administration continually emphasizes its interest in maintaining investment and production in the United States.  

For at least two decades now, the entrenchment of a rule of law system in trade governance characterized by the regulation of arbitrary government power, the concept of equality among sovereigns, and a reasonably effective dispute settlement system has facilitated market liberalization and orderly resolution of economic and regulatory conflicts. The WTO, free trade agreements, and even domestic trade instruments (where they were used) were largely founded on principles of procedural fairness and transparency. These efforts were successful because governments at least appeared to work genuinely within those terms. By contrast, in the first half of the Trump administration, competitiveness among U.S. executive branch agencies and seemingly pretextual policymaking have impeded any coherent commitment to a rule-based trade law system. For the trade rule of law to be sustainable, U.S. trade policy (including its use of domestic tools) must be perceived internally and externally to be legitimate and exercised in good faith.

II. INSTITUTIONAL REBUILDING

The future of the robust international institutional structure for the maintenance of global economic stability now hangs in doubt. In the last twenty years, the WTO dispute settlement mechanism has facilitated more than 500 disputes. According to James Bacchus: "the GATT-based trading system has been establishing the international rule of law in international trade, rule by rule, and case by case." International rules and rulings were both made and enforced. Today, however—as described by other contributors to this Symposium—some WTO members, especially the United States, have voiced concerns about the WTO Appellate Body (AB) regarding both the substance of its decision-making and the procedures it has applied. The United States has for several years criticized the AB for overreaching its authority by filling gaps, construing silences, selectively choosing definitions, and creating obligations not agreed to.
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26. See, e.g., Paletta, supra note 20; Pauley, supra note 20.

27. See generally Claussen, supra note 3 (describing the pressure on the WTO dispute settlement system).


29. James Bacchus, Groping Toward Grotius: The WTO and the International Rule of Law, 44 HARV. INT’L L.J. 533, 539 (2003); see also id. at 542 (describing the compulsory jurisdiction and enforcement power of the WTO dispute settlement system).

It is on some of these bases that the United States opposed reappointment of an AB member in May 2016 and again in August 2018. And now the United States has refused to work toward resolving one of the most salient procedural difficulties: identifying a process for the appointment of new AB members.

Further, we find ourselves at a moment in which an increasingly complex institutional design governs what we think of as trade. The concept of trade has expanded and become more integrated and less siloed; as a result, the trade instruments are more like omnibus instruments than ever before. Today, trade law not only encompasses measures such as traditional border measures like tariffs, but it also involves legal mechanisms that would not have fallen under the trade umbrella at all in prior decades.

To take account of these changing needs, the United States and its trading partners ought to engage meaningfully in a reform process. At this point, there is widespread agreement that WTO reform is necessary and beneficial. Still, the United States has rejected all serious proposals, even when the proposals are responsive to at least some of its concerns. In fact, the United States has continued to call for reforms even while criticizing trading partners’ proposed reforms for the fact that they are reforms. In December 2018, the United States took the floor at the WTO General Council to again make the point that the proposals advanced to modify the existing rules are insufficient because they would require changes to the system. Rather, the United States wishes to see the AB abide by the rules as written. The United States also called for further “discussion” on why the AB “depart[ed]” from the rules in the first place.

A better way forward for the United States would be to engage in the reform process at the WTO, especially given the extent to which the United States relies on the WTO for its own economic success. So far, the United States has continued to participate actively in the WTO and in the creation of new agreements, while diminishing the strength of binding dispute settlement in both contexts. Rather than capitalize on the chance to recast the balance between international and domestic authorities, so far the Trump administration

35. Id.
37. In the President’s 2018 Trade Policy Agenda, the administration laid out its view on the importance of strengthening the multilateral system generally, The President’s Trade Policy Agenda, Off. U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE 28 (2018), https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/Files/PressReports/2018/AR/2018%20Annual%20Report%201.pdf, but it has repeatedly rejected enhancing or advancing dispute settlement.
has stalled on the question of institutional design.

III. TRANSPARENCY AND LONG-TERM VISION

Third, the effectiveness and credibility of U.S. trade policy would improve if the United States articulated a long-term vision for its engagement with China. The administration’s current Section 301 tariff action highlights complicated and well entrenched concerns, some of which past administrations never fully confronted. It is in the solutions, however, where transparency and clear goals are lacking. If the administration has a strategy with planned outcomes, it should at least make that strategy and those outcomes clear to Congress and to interested stakeholders.

Moreover, to the extent that trade policy remains closely linked to the concept of a trade rule of law, such goals should be consistent with international norms, and be made public on that basis. The goals should incorporate the needs and concerns of U.S. trading partners, and the United States should garner their support. The administration’s mixed approach—part engagement, part containment—has not yielded significant returns. Many more constructive steps are needed.

CONCLUSION

Despite President Trump’s assertion that “[t]rade wars are . . . easy to win,” the current “trade war” has shown no sign that it is close to a ceasefire. The prevailing view among trade commentators is that the conflict is dangerous, not just economically but also geopolitically and legally. According to this view, a tit-for-tat tariff trade war constitutes a return to unilateralism that threatens the multilateral trade governance system. While fear of U.S. unilateralism in trade law is not unprecedented, the structural elements surrounding this moment have given rise to exceptional alarm.
This essay has set out three interrelated ways in which the United States could make better use of the environment it has created: (1) by articulating a more coherent and credible trade policy, (2) by engaging in reform to address its concerns in the international system, and (3) by making transparent its intentions and interests, particularly with respect to China. At the same time, commentators as well as trading partners would benefit from meeting the administration along the way. Rather than reject the Trump administration’s policies outright, a better approach would be to view the administration’s assorted trade moves as potentially complementary to the operation of a successful multilateral trading system. One need not be overly optimistic about their success to try to make the most of them in the present.

In the most favorable light, the Trump administration’s trade policy takes a potentially productive step in reconciling domestic and international tools, but it has yet to capitalize on that potential in a useful way. What is needed is a hard look by all the required players—the executive, Congress, the international community, and others—to resolve the perceived clashing binary. Our collective task should be to reconsider international and domestic institutions so as to allow them to be resilient and responsive, and to explore the potential of a plurifaceted trade law system that accommodates diverse trade policy actions.